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An Antipodean Imaginary for Architecture+Philosophy:
Fictocritical Approaches to Design Practice Research
Hélène Frichot, Julieanna Preston, Michael Spooner,
Sean Pickersgill, Zuzana Kovar, Ceri Hann, Megg Evans

As a collective of PhD researchers (past and

fictocriticism will be ventured and reframed for archi-

present)

the

tecture. This approach will be elaborated by Hélène

Architecture+Philosophy Research Group, RMIT

provisionally

gathered

within

Frichot who has had the opportunity to offer super-

University, we will present a series of design

visorial guidance to researchers presenting their

explorations that are representative of our design

design research below. Fictocriticism for architec-

practice research.1 With the conjunctive capacity

ture assumes the constructive, creative and critical

of architecture and philosophy we emphasize the

situatedness of the thinking-designer in the midst

ongoing importance of the relay between these

of their problematic field.2 We place an emphasis

disciplines, also activated in our work through the

on critical and creative invention and the structured

productive relations between critical theory and

indeterminacy that manifests in the wild association

practice. We assume an expanded definition of

of images and ideas that procure innovative as well

architectural design practice, which includes digital

as politically engaged minoritarian architectures.

immersive environments, unbuilt (even unbuildable)

There endures an engagement with minorities, and

architectures, installation and participatory perform-

minor literatures (including sub-canonical architec-

ance-based works, and also, importantly, includes

tures), feminist approaches, queer intertextualities,

the critical and creative practice of writing-architec-

as well as teratological mixtures of the natural and

ture, often through the deployment of fiction. These

the cultural. We argue that fiction is the power-

are all means by which other possible worlds,

ful means by which we can speculatively propel

including new forms of subjective and collective

ourselves into a future, and that criticism offers

expression are speculatively brought into existence

the situated capacity to ethically cope with what

through the conjunctive synthesis of the thinking-

confronts us. The power of conjoining these terms

doing of architecture. These imagined worlds also

across the linking punctuation of the hyphen, that

allow us to frame speculative ethico-aesthetic ques-

is, as a fictocritical practice, manifests in diverse

tions. What this group does not engage in is the

projects, as we will demonstrate below.

direct and unmediated reformulation of professional
architectural project work into descriptive or anec-

In his book After Criticism, Gavin Butt identifies a

dotal research.

newly located critic, one who admits that an objective, external point of view cannot be achieved,

While our collected research tropes are diverse,

but instead suggests that the critical location is

for the purposes of this essay we will foreground

always embroiled in the midst of a situation. From

the critical and creative usefulness of fiction in the

the vantage of a newly located critical point of

construction of other possible worlds. Specifically,

view, Butt proposes to rediscover criticism and its

a return to the literary theoretical methodology of

agency ‘within the very mode of critical address
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itself’.3 By dismissing the fantasy of objectivity,

ways.6 This was a halcyon period just prior to the

new expressions of critical response that are more

onset of theory fatigue, before the end of the millen-

performative, that employ fiction and autobiogra-

nium when theory fell into crisis and even disrepute,

phy, that multiply voices and points of view, and that

especially in the discipline of architecture. I am wary

‘deviate from established modes of critical behav-

then of what might appear to be an anachronistic,

iour’ can be fostered. The critic is in the midst of

nostalgic return to a theoretical territory, but I proffer

the work, contributes to the work, and even creates

the fictocritical approach here as a mode of concep-

the work, for the critic is also the creative practi-

tual recycling that accepts that new methodologies

tioner. As Australian theorist Anna Gibbs writes, in

can arise out of conjunctions of old concepts. Even

direct reference to fictocritical approaches: ‘The

more specifically, a story can be told of the emer-

researcher is implicated in what is investigated.’4

gence of fictocriticism out of a specifically Australian

The critical stance in architecture is deeply embed-

context, with the work of such writers as Stephen

ded in the pedagogical and design research context;

Mueke, Anna Gibbs, Gail Jones and others, which

it is the means through which a project proceeds,

offers the term a peculiarly local inflection, giving

that is, through critical interrogation. The critic, while

rise to what can be called an Antipodean imagi-

brought in from the outside, can also be the crea-

nary.7 Simply defined, fictocriticism enables the

tive actor undertaking research through design. As

productive conjunction of fiction and criticism. It can

Brian Massumi argues, ‘critique is not an opinion or

evince a Barthes-like jouissance in the materiality

a judgment but a dynamic “evaluation” that is lived

of the text, a text which can be extended to include

out in situation’, which is to say, critique should not

the live materials of architecture. Fictocriticism also

be about imposing preconceived attitudes, opinions

assumes the disruption of the authority of the author,

or judgements, but needs to respond immanently

whose voice comes to be splintered across diverse

to the problem at hand. That the practitioner is also

points of view, or else who comes to be completed

in turn the critic of her own work allows criticism its

by his or her many readers.8 Fictocriticism is also

creative turn and purposively puts it to work imma-

inspired by the uptake of French feminist philoso-

nently in the creative act. A productive elision is

phers such as Hélène Cixous and Luce Irigaray, who

suggested in this argument between architectural

powerfully called out for new modes of writing within

design researcher and critic, which could be seen

which woman’s voice, and I would add, women’s

to operate much like the shuttle that scoots back-

spatialities could be recognized and heard. It is a

wards and forwards between theory and practice.

hybrid form and methodology, which I would like to

Practitioners as they proceed need to achieve both

call Franco-Australian, but this would be to limit the

a close vision, as well as vision from a distance of

heterogeneous voices that join the throng, and who

their work, and this mobility across points of view,

can be associated by other calling cards.9

5

as their practice is assessed and further propelled
forward, can manifest in the emergence of fictional
and creative voices.

Gibbs writes: ‘The heterogeneity of fictocritical
forms bears witness to the existence of fictocriticism
as a necessarily performative mode, an always

Fictocriticism can be associated with the influ-

singular and entirely tactical response to a particular

ence of French thinkers, such as Roland Barthes,

set of problems – a very precise and local interven-

Michel Foucault, Jacques Derrida and Julia Kris-

tion, in other words.’10 So fictocriticism, as I have

teva, and the rise of theory in the 1980s through to

suggested above, owns a minoritarian voice, both

the 1990s, which infected the humanities, as well

queer and feminist, but is also localized, operating

as architecture, in productive as well as destructive

in response to immediate problems and places. In
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addition, it accepts that even philosophy can be

when the work is gathered, what can be found are

undertaken as a form of fiction, and here inspira-

productive interlacings between theory and prac-

tion arrives from that notorious pair, Gilles Deleuze

tice, both being supported by implicit and explicit

and Félix Guattari. By engaging in the creative

uses of fiction. Preston’s visual essay project,

philosophy of Deleuze and Guattari, Eric Alliez

‘Airing’, speculates on political events, real and

explains: ‘The concept thus becomes narrative and

imagined, using fictional writing and imagery, as

philosophy a new genre of story in which descrip-

well as sculpted objects. Preston’s work has also

tion takes the place of the object, in which the point

developed as a series of site specific installations

of view replaces the subject.’11 What becomes clear

where she deploys her recreated performing body

in Deleuze and Guattari’s final collaborative work,

as one medium amid many. Spooner commences

What Is Philosophy?, is the constructive capac-

from an association of images that allow him to

ity of philosophy, and the productive relations that

conjoin a well-known Melbourne architectural icon,

can be construed between philosophy, art (and

Edmond and Corrigan’s RMIT Building 8, and an

architecture) and science.

The role of fiction and

ocean liner taking leave of its mooring. He proceeds

immanent critique is also explored in the series

into a queering of local architectural space through

of essays Deleuze collects in Essays Critical and

the appropriation of motifs from interdisciplinary

Clinical, where this mode of creation promises to

sources. Pickersgill designs immersive digital envi-

inaugurate new kinds of worlds. Thought and art,

ronments based on computer game platforms, as

when organized in certain ways, can also become

well as simple montage sequences and installa-

sufficiently real that they disturb ‘reality, morality,

tions to explore the affective relations between

and the economy of the world’.13 Fictocriticism is not

architecture and horror. He begins with the story

frivolous, but facilitates new critical imaginings.

of an Adelaide house in which a woman is said

12

to have committed suicide, though the evidence
In what follows I will orchestrate a number of such

suggests she may have been murdered. Kovar

voices, all of which are engaged in design prac-

also turns to the power of horror and abjection in

tice research in the Australian and New Zealand

the assemblages formed between bodies and build-

context, and all of which contribute to a collective

ings, and further speculates on these relations by

Antipodean imaginary between architecture and

creating fictional architectural contracts supported

philosophy. The representative projects will draw

by conventional sections that can be deployed in

on PhD research by Julieanna Preston, Michael

an instructional fashion. Hann uses participatory

Spooner, Sean Pickersgill, Zuzana Kovar, Ceri

approaches to explore the intersubjective poten-

Hann and Megg Evans. Each of these researchers,

tial of public space, inventing games that disrupt

I suggest, have employed fictocritical devices of

expectations and which inspire collective story-

various means, from the seemingly random asso-

telling. Evans deploys science fiction to speculate

ciation of images towards the construction of tall

upon the ethical issues surrounding semi-living

tales of architecture, to the exploration of science

architectures and argues for the realism of fiction.

fiction as a critical tool that enables ethical consid-

It is evident that across these diverse projects, all

eration of possible futures, to the power of horror

following the relay between theory and practice,

in fictional architectural constructions. In the first

or else pursuing the interplay between philosophy

instance none of these researchers have neces-

and architecture, different preoccupations are made

sarily identified fictocriticism as a methodology, and

manifest. At the same time, the work gathered here

so I risk undertaking a form of violence in curating

shares an approach that foregrounds the powers of

their research according to this approach. And yet

critical fictions. To summarize, when conjoined with
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design practice research, fictocriticism enables the

underground, these threatening eruptions often go

expression of minor voices, feminist, queer, other; it

unnoticed in everyday life on the surface.

is performative in the employment of multiple voices
and the expression of multiple points of view amid a

‘Airing’ is a sculptural object that materializes a

world; it empowers fiction as a critical approach that

critical and fictive event that did not occur on the

can assist in the development of a design project;

fortieth anniversary of the feminist protest and did

it allows for an expanded definition of what design

not register on the seismograph. As a performa-

can do.

tive prop, it operates at the confluence of these two
latently seething and quietly fuming mute forces to
speak a story:

‘Airing’, Latent Voices and Mute
Surfaces, a Visual Essay in Three
Part Dissonance

Fourteen pairs of slender spikes amble in black unison

Julieanna Preston

On a pedestal, with her head in the long white cloud,

towards the cold and rigid monarch.
she watches over her colony with an unflinching gaze,

This visual essay considers two supposedly unre-

monitoring the resistance of all things with cones and

lated and dissonant voices and finds a third. [fig. 1]

calderas.
The gaggle huddles amongst the folds of her unyield-

The first voice cites the occurrence of a 1971

ing bronze skirt against the prevailing gales of

feminist protest staged in Auckland by a group of

sheepish convention and apathetic comfort.

activists rallying against the lack of progress in

A wreath adorning the coffin that they carried suckles

gender equity since winning the right to vote in

the moisture-laden air.

1893. This historic event casts a critical lens on

Without warning, it spews an ashen plume ripe with

the subject; it is one of the few on public record in

the heat of an interior toxic breath, a mixture of carbon,

recent decades to bring feminist issues into the New

hydrogen and sulphuric gas.

Zealand public arena. Yet the report of the protest

Particulates hang heavy as a fog that chokes visibility

lends an air more akin to a funeral than a political

but eventually settles as a thin film in the aftermath,

rally. Years later, the impact of the event remains

an afterbirth.

questionable and the issues unresolved. Where is

Though covered with oxides that threaten her robust

feminism today? What are its voices? Where can

stature, the Queen stands staunch. The marks on the

they be heard? What traces do they leave?

drums go unheeded, unheard. The subjects wipe the
soot from their eyes and, with affirmative tenacity,

The second voice is found in the ongoing

write this fiction upon her surface.

evidence GEONET produces as it measures New
Zealand’s twenty-two active volcanoes. Seismic

This visual essay engages fictocriticism as the ‘self

movement and pressure for each site is measured

reflexivity, the fragment, intertextuality, the bending

one hundred times every second and recorded

of narrative boundaries, crossing of genres, the

on a drum chart. The data, described as noise, is

capacity to adapt literary forms, hybridized writing,

being collected in anticipation, as a precaution, of

moving

what could be, of what might happen. An extensive

and criticism (deduction/explication) of subjectivity

network of scientists and machines stand alert to

(interiority) and objectivity (exteriority)’. It operates

each rumbling, each grumbling. Though ‘heard’ by

as a stimulus to affective-invested social relations

sensitive monitoring devices, these shifts of the

represented in the objects and scenes and their

between

fiction

(invention/speculation)
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Fig. 1: Julieanna Preston, Airing, 2011
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performed engagement through a hybrid script, a
site-writing.

This design research project, A Clinic for the

Though it is posing fictocriticism as

Exhausted, claims its point of departure in a letter

a spatial and materially-induced text, it is indeed

published in Leon van Schaik and Nigel Bertram’s

what Kari Edwards names as a ‘“haunted writing”:

monograph on Building 8.19 Written by one Melbourne

traced by numerous voices which work now in

architect to another, the letter, dated 22 December

unison, at other times in counterpoint, and at others

1993, is addressed to Peter Corrigan from Howard

still against each other, in deliberate discord. The

Raggatt, the director of the Australian architecture

problem of haunted writing comes to the fore in

practice Ashton-Raggatt-McDougall (ARM).20 At

academic discourse when disciplinary authority

the time, ARM was commencing the redesign of

and discursive protocol function as the voice of the

the now well-known Storey Hall, adjacent to Build-

dead stalking the present so as to paralyse it with

ing 8, into a new university conference hub. The

terror, or else as a kind of watchful superego as

letter outlines Raggatt’s hopes for the extension

resistant to modification as if it were a text inscribed

and refurbishment to the late nineteenth-century

in stone.’

14

Intertwining these two matter-of-fact

building against the backdrop of Building 8’s own

voices and projecting them into fictive suspension

theoretical concerns and public notoriety. Raggatt,

generates a space where the exterior site of gender

who admits the influence of alcohol in the letter,

inequity and the interior site of fear are enunciated

describes his nocturnal apprehension of Building

and emancipated from their obligation to merely

8’s illuminated interior from Swanston Street, and

report what happened as if it were dead matter. It is

then tenders the image of Building 8 as it ‘began to

a demonstration for feminism to find its contempo-

lift off as though released from its anchors, or set

rary voice in New Zealand and a criticism that it has

free from its foundations, now departing like a P&O

not. It demonstrates cultural norms and geological

liner’.21

15

anomalies figured at best as volatile stability.
A Clinic for the Exhausted examines how the
discourse of a lyrical subjectivity such as Raggatt’s

A Clinic for the Exhausted

might establish and cultivate an expression that

Michael Spooner

could launch Building 8 from its concrete foundation upon an ocean of images and ideas. Raggatt’s

A Clinic for the Exhausted emerges from the

letter is used as evidence of a difficult architectural

midst of the idiosyncrasies of an Australian archi-

knowledge that does not concede to empirical

tecture by way of the local architectural scene of

models of research production. This brief account

Melbourne. By means of design-based research it

will survey the conjunction of this letter, inspired by

examines an exemplar of Melbourne architecture,

Raggatt’s drunken vision, with the series of projects

Building 8 RMIT University designed by Austral-

that form A Clinic for the Exhausted. To aid the audi-

ian architects Maggie Edmond and Peter Corrigan

ence in the movement between these associations

and completed in 1993. Building 8 is a prominent

I will touch upon what Paul Zumthor has posited

addition to Melbourne’s civic spine, and remains a

as the provisional territory of mouvance. Zumthor

significant built elaboration of Melbourne’s architec-

situates his term within the tradition of troubadour

tural discourse. It has acted as the benchmark for

poetry. The lyrics of troubadours’ songs come down

the further development of RMIT University’s central

to us through multifarious translations by differ-

city campus,17 and remains the platform for design

ent scribes who collated their own transcriptions

discourse in that it houses the School of Architec-

of lyrical works in song-books. In each case the

ture and Design.18

scribe has prospected the lyrics of the troubadour

16
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Fig. 2: Edmond and Corrigan, Building Eight, RMIT University, Melbourne
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in such a way that they establish each version of

very moment of its emergence seeks its dissolu-

the transcribed song, every resulting composition,

tion in the image of its exhaustion. The ‘exhausted’,

as their own. It is only the impetus of contemporary

contends Gilles Deleuze, is not an image of tired-

scholarly examination which collects and collates

ness, but an image that ‘exhausts the whole of the

known songs into groups based on each compo-

possible.’24 It is not a failure to reach one’s poten-

sition’s digressions from or towards a constellation

tial. Exhaustion is a question of how the possible

of possible variants, that a lone troubadour’s voice

is exhausted; a radical sense of plentitude in the

can be attributed, by some degree of coherence, to

momentary state of living the very condition of being

any one collection of works. Zumthor stresses that

without, not just subjects or objects, but without all.

mouvance displaces the intention of any scholar

Hence, the Clinic is pervaded by something like the

who would assign a particular individual lyrical iden-

troubadours’ mouvance, which stretches it out to

tity to the production of a text produced well after

meet the edges of the possible, moves it along the

the event of an identified troubadour’s voice that it

horizon of the impossible, to claim an architecture in

resembles. To recognize mouvance is to recognize

excess of any nameable condition, a creative voice

the provisionality of the troubadour’s own voice as

that gathers all voices as its own.

that which displaces the authority of the original
voice of a sole troubadour, allowing instead for a

Covertly, under the permanent guise of anoth-

song to be transported and transformed through the

er’s authority, this project ventures forward. The

varying intonations and alterations of a long lineage

illicit implication of Corrigan’s passing silhouette

of troubadours. Mouvance exemplifies the drifting of

narrating the conditions by which Raggatt’s asso-

the troubadour’s voice as it is poised on the thresh-

ciative powers gives way to the free play of the

old of any number of translations, brought about by

contraband bestowed in a letter back to Corrigan,

the work of incessant interpretation. Hence, while

the key testimonial as to the incarnational powers

interpretation of the troubadours’ oeuvre can be

of Raggatt’s convergence with the swell. Raggatt

considered a scholarly activity, any interpretation

warns you from the outset that it is his inebriation

cannot avoid the possibility of being overcome by

that spills everywhere. But, let me pre-empt those

the medieval voice of the troubadour, which eludes

who would understand Raggatt’s moment of enthu-

closure.

siastic complicity with a liquid excess, or the humour

22

that derives from it, as the result, quite literally of
This project contends that the formulation of

one too many drinks. No amount of liquor, however

mouvance as a design stratagem that could allow

strong, would be, purely on its own, enough to push

for multifarious modes of spatial expression to be

Building 8 from its foundations. It is as if he has

brought into both forced and serendipitous contact

excessively borrowed, or too frequently appropri-

toward the generation of new architectural tropes,

ated; his incipit an honest invitation to an exigent

which first promise and then elude a singular point of

audience to join him, to partake of the same excess,

authorial origin, is advanced in the conception of the

to appropriate his aesthetic, his voice, his uneven

clinic. As Michel Foucault states: ‘Before it became

gait, his gestures, with the same, if not similar

a corpus of knowledge, the clinic was a universal

conflicting sense accorded to a man impartial to the

relationship of mankind with itself.’23 Hence, A Clinic

conviviality of an alcoholic beverage.25

for the Exhausted claims the pre-individuating void
of a mouvance that exhausts not just the varied

Thus, what was initially an unattributable sleight

voices of the troubadours, but the community as a

of hand in A Clinic for the Exhausted is ordained

whole. The Clinic derives a mouvance that in the

by Raggatt’s conspiratorial wink. The Clinic estab-
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Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 3: Michael Spooner, Building Eight genealogy, 2008.
Fig. 4: Letter, Howard Raggatt to Peter Corrigan, 22 December 1993
Fig. 5: Michael Spooner, Building Eight released from its concrete foundations, 2008.
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lishes his letter as a sort of instruction and his vision

Niort, in Western France, ‘a real place that also

as a sort of evidence of an intoxicating malady. That

means “no where” according to a playful etymology

is, A Clinic for the Exhausted is not without reserve

(ni-ort)’.26

to any and all of the circumstantial evidence that
might be traced across the dispersion of its images,

Mouvance permits this research to operate in an

but neither does it surrender its logic to Raggatt’s

improvised manner with the purpose of acknowl-

letter or any other. At the same time, Raggatt’s

edging an architecture that is yet to come, the

vision becomes but another subtle deceit sustain-

limitless void of such an approach implicating the

ing the gestures of A Clinic for the Exhausted that

realm of the Clinic and the surfeit, or excess that the

place Building 8 and an ocean liner on the same

proposition encounters: exhaustion. A life under-

page. In some sense, the impeding ocean is

scores the intention of this project; to sequester a

both the cause and result of the transfiguration of

particular way of existing in excess of any particular

Raggatt’s conceptual oedema; it is his liquid intake

architecture or any particular person: a no-where

that exceeds him; it is his intoxication that keeps

that is particular to no-one. In trying to do so the

the narrative afloat and what spills out into the

research contends that the task of those who claim

street, picking up Building 8 in his ensuing depic-

the specularity of the clinic, that is an audience from

tion of an ocean liner launch. It is Raggatt’s letter

which no-one is exempt, lies in extending the life

that masks the considerable instability of his narra-

such a practice and its procedures harbour. In doing

tive vision, and his gestures. But, his letter is not a

so it articulates the importance of making in the

mirror A Clinic for the Exhausted can be held up to,

present as concomitant to the realization of archi-

nor from which can be drawn a referential correla-

tecture in excess of the question of architecture or

tion between boat and building that is materialized

an architect. Furthermore, this research outlines

in his vision. The letter, as it is, gives the audience

how those who have yet to come could realize a

the satisfaction of knowing how Raggatt allowed

share in our contemporary condition – the corrig-

himself to be deceived.

anesque was in this way the means by which we
could all end up on the street as giddy conspirators

Ambiguous liaisons such as Building 8 and ocean

soliciting unfathomable acts through as yet undeter-

liner constituted by Raggatt’s letter, are in this project

mined means. A Clinic for the Exhausted is set out

descriptive of not so much the carnivalesque body

with the intention of not only enabling an answer

of the Medieval period regaled by the troubadours,

that is not complete, that still remains difficult, but

but rather the appearance of a corriganseque body;

also of generating the ‘how’ which we could minister

a body wherein Building 8 and Raggatt cannot but

to such an outcome; how we all might go on into

be indulged a little further. We might think here of

the night on unsteady legs, voyagers intent on real-

Raggatt’s letter accompanied by the lewd gestures

izing the infinite expanse of our floating world. Might

of Corrigan dressed in the garb of piety, briefly exalt-

then the ‘how’ of an architecture that cannot forsake

ing not an abstinence, an architectural Asceticism,

a passage between ocean liner and Building 8

but the opposite, a claim to the over-indulgent,

be foregrounded in the mouvance of a drowning

terrifically lusty, and perhaps profoundly accommo-

man? The proximity of Raggatt’s enduring drunk-

dating of any and all excesses which may befall the

enness, that which permits Building 8 and ocean

architect Peter Corrigan. A Clinic for the Exhausted

liner to enter a becoming, grasps every untoward

draws comparisons with the reported founding of ‘a

movement of the drowning man’s vital oedema, a

mock monastery of prostitutes, complete with abbes

movement from which no-one is exempt. [figs. 2-8]

and liturgical song’ by troubadour Guillaume IX at
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Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Fig. 8
Fig. 6: Michael Spooner, The Swimming Pool Library, A Clinic for the Exhausted, 2009
Fig. 7: Michael Spooner, The Landscape Room, A Clinic for the Exhausted, 2010
Fig. 8: Michael Spooner, The Landscape Room, A Clinic for the Exhausted, Stereolithographic print, 2010.
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Architecture and Horror:
Analogical Explorations of Architectural Design

Maelstrom

Sean Pickersgill

Maelstrom: Gazes Into the Digital Abyss.28 The

The project presented here concerns the exhibition
and curatorial work done for the 2006 exhibition
exhibition was co-curated with Greg More of RMIT

This PhD work resulted from the simple question of

University and exhibited work done by myself,

how to spatialize and represent horror. While there

Greg More and John Power, also of RMIT Univer-

are a number of conventions for embedding the

sity. The shared interest of the three exhibitors or

experience of horror within fictional environments as

artists was in the creative use of game engines,

part of narrative conventions of cinema, the authen-

the software employed to make computer games

tic engagement with this sense is more problematic

work within an apparent three-dimensional space,

when it encounters the still image or textual repro-

as a design environment. Having some experi-

duction. It is even more complex when we consider

ence in both the use of these spaces as locations

what is the ‘place’ of horror, where is it enacted?

for constructing environments to be explored and

Further, if we are to account for the way in which

incorporating the environments into our respective

certain genre-conventions in visual media manage

teaching programmes, the exhibition sought to give

the mise en scène in which the un-‘speakable’

form to a mode of practice that sequentially worked

is shown, there is a clear sense in which these

from the digital to the analogue.

encounters are spatially managed. [fig. 9]
The project involved the simultaneous screening
The relationship between the indexical experi-

of four game environments made by the exhibitors,

ence of horror, the encounter with events that test

three by Pickersgill (although only two were exhib-

the limit of ontological security and the preserva-

ited at any one time), one each by More and Power.

tion of the self have a complex genealogy. From

These environments had been constructed to

the descriptions of the dehumanizing aspects of

explore the qualities of digital media as a vehicle not

concentration camp experience to the presence

just for an alternate or contemporary form of repre-

of unidentified malevolent forces in narratives, the

sentation, but as a distinct aesthetic environment in

place of the event is, arguably, ‘(sus)stained’ by its

itself. These environments could be interacted with

role as being the ‘right there’ where things occurred.

by accessing controls in the gallery space, the user
was then able to ‘walk’ through the environments

The project work for the PhD explored this rela-

and view them from a first-person point of view.

tionship and proposed a series of environments

Visitors were able to enter into the spaces, explore

that sought to make tangible the placed-ness of

the breadth of the environments, triggering effects,

extreme events their objective. Often the actual

interacting with sound and text-rich landscapes. In

event of horror was absent, leaving the designed

addition to the immersive game environments, there

work as a kind of functionless dividend of events.

were exhibited, on a facing wall, a series of images.

The work employed aspects of Derrida’s ideas on

These were a series of small paintings by Power,

the parergon from The Truth in Painting in which

three digital prints and a model by More, and three

his analysis of Kant’s Critique of Judgment points to

panoramic prints of digital environments by Pickers-

a mise en abyme at the centre of aesthetic experi-

gill.

27

ence. The PhD exegesis aligned this state with the
encounter of horror.
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Fig. 9: Sean Pickersgill, Maelstrom: Gazes into the Digital Abyss, 2006

The text from which all three exhibitors were

A parallel issue is the nature of the experience

working was an extract from Edgar Allen Poe’s short

itself. Whether we consider the haptic content of

story, A Descent into the Maelstrom, describing a

augmented-reality (AR) and virtual-reality (VR)

moment when the centripetal forces of the monu-

technology, pursued though the development of

mental whirlpool were holding the narrator, what

head-set, controller and other technology, or the

remained of his boat and all manner of flotsam and

optic issue of digital embodiment through forms of

jetsam in a stasis of apparently arrested motion.29

telepresence, the embodiment of the digital experi-

The text was chosen because it described a physi-

ence is considerably varied. For some, the nature

cal effect in which apparent motionlessness and

of this question is pivotal as the search for seam-

the threat of annihilation had come together. At this

less connectivity, whether by ‘touching’ the digital

moment, the narrator looks down into the whirling

in some fashion or developing acute emotional

void and sees the possibility of destruction within

sensitivity to the avatar, is paramount. Even the

the nothingness of the maelstrom interior.

relationship between avatars, the philosophical
question of sentience and sapience in digital actors,

Mimetic Functions in Architectural

is crucial. In all of these instances the appetite for a

Representation

‘full’ kinaesthetic experience is intended to support

In the quest for an increasingly vivid experience of

a transition between normal bodily experience, a

the presence of architecture, digital means of repre-

kind of empirical datum, and the incorporation of

sentation have achieved significant successes. It

data sets that impart a spatialized experience.

is a matter of record that processes made available by the computational strengths of parametric

Instead, it is important to concentrate on the

modelling software and the use of dynamic anima-

relationship between the representation of architec-

tion have produced new models of the ‘possible’

ture, the expectations of vividness that may emerge

in architecture. This mode of thinking remains

from this process and the opportunity to see unique

enmeshed in the idea that modes of representation

thematic experiences in digital environments that

have the ultimate aim of being realized in a material

may emerge and contest our understanding of the

form. Interestingly, there remains the opportunity to

‘real’, experiences that may be investigated and

consider modes of digital realization as being suffi-

discussed independently of the debate concerning

ciently material within their mode of delivery, that

the digital body.

is, as digital media. A more radical, but still robust,
proposition might be that a mode of architecture

Game Engines

that is principally delivered within the attenuated

Game engines, as a form of code that traverses

sensibilities of the digital might nevertheless be

modelling, texturing, lighting and an animated

ontologically full in its apperception. It is tempting

scenographic view, rely on the workflow pipeline of

to think of the material of digital exploration as an

3D modelling applications such as 3DStudio Max,

imago of some ultimate realization in the real world,

Maya, and so forth, but then place the content

but that is to ignore the philosophical complexity of

within first-person immersive environments. There

the digital and the fact that, courtesy of the territori-

are a number of questions that emerge from this

alizing processes of digital environments, the digital

process: How does this application differ, in archi-

architectural model can exist sui generis in this loca-

tecture, from others in terms of its representative

tion.

or mimetic role? How does it cater for issues of
ontological vividness in comparison with AR and
VR applications? How may the use of game-engine

software be of use for the creation of architecture as

form and effect, and the subtext of where the auton-

end location, a site, in itself?

omous effects of design practice take place, the
experientially full opportunity of the Unreal world is

In the material prepared for the Maelstrom exhi-

one place for future architecture.

bition, using the technology of first-person engines,
the exhibitors explored the idea of what constitutes
the presence of the self within the digital. Computer games consistently achieve levels of vividness

Productive Leakages:
Architecture in Abject(ion)

that describe a position without precedent. And it

Zuzana Kovar

was the intention of the Maelstrom project, and in
the work created by me, to explore the degree to

Abject(ion), a term popularized by Julia Kristeva, has

which this vividness could be conjoined to a sense

drawn little attention beyond considerations of dust,

of what might be termed a ‘real’ and ontologically

sewage and architectural detritus in the discipline of

rich encounter. In commercial games these spaces

architecture. The term has been considered as the

are influenced by narratological issues internal

negative counterpart to the clean and proper body,

to specific tasks that are a part of a game, but in

fundamentally lacking its own language and any

exploratory architectural work they are able to

consideration in its own right. My research departs

simultaneously act as a representation of a possible

from these literal readings of abject(ion) in relation

real and as a developed mise en scène of potential

to architecture in order to explore the potentialities

actions. They are both suffused with an aesthetic

of abject(ion) at a productive level in design practice

particular to the mechanics of the engine, how it

research. From this perspective I draw on further

delivers the idea of the ‘real’, and the potential to

philosophical work, that of Gilles Deleuze’s concept

act within this space. It is this last condition, the

of event, which moves us away from individual

relentless need to consider the environments as

expelling human or spatial bodies to assemblages,

persistent and transitive, that indicates the genu-

and also Bernard Tschumi’s equation space + event

inely novel potential for digital environments. Put

= architecture, which enables an understanding of

simply, if one could inhabit Piranesi’s Carceri or

abject(ion) as an event that constitutes architecture.

Tarkovsky’s Solaris, how would one act? These

It is at this point that abject(ion) manifests a series

alternatives are qualitatively different, and mark a

of potentialities, that it climaxes in excess and leads

shift between architectural representation as an

to an affective intensity.

obsessive development of the architectural process
of form-making, versus the spatialization of experience within the montage logic of film.

My current project work concentrates on the
notion of abject(ion) as event. Where event is ‘an
indeterminate set of unexpected outcomes. Reveal-

Digital environments, gamespaces, have the

ing hidden potentialities or contradictions in a

capability to offer an experience of the real that

program.’30 This work is informed by architectural

has both the frisson of mimetic fidelity; they look

practice, and takes the form of an architectural

and sound real, while also permitting a vast array

contract. Each contract is composed of a program

of counterintuitive events that may question the

and a drawing(s), typically a section, as sections

unfolding of experience. In a manner similar to

can be perceived as violent cuts. They dissect

the structural opportunities of film, both diagetic

space, allowing us to probe the interior. The

elements and non-diagetic elements can occur.

sectional drawing cuts open the whole, it opens up

Beyond the debate of the interrelationship between

the boundary between the interior and the exterior,
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and hence activates the potential for something to

highly specific. [figs. 12-13]

escape. This potential for escape is exactly what we
find in Kristeva’s analysis of Holbein’s Dead Christ,

The project work draws heavily from the above

where Christ’s ‘hand protrudes slightly from the

exemplars, all of which work with fictional scenarios,

slab’31 – it spills over the sectional cut. The method-

and where fiction allows for a study of highly tempo-

ology is thus directly architectural, the drawings are

ral events. Fiction, which has previously been fruitful

conventional yet expose the realm of the abject. A

for architecture (if we consider examples such as

certain tension is set up between the clinical archi-

Archigram or Superstudio), has therefore become a

tectural drawing and the event that it describes. The

way of exploring ideas about space and the event

aim here is to repurpose architectural methodology

of abject(ion). Within the project work, each contract

in order to contemplate abject(ion). [figs. 10-11]

(but one) consists of a fictional event, the space
however is actual, as an architect requires a physical

What is critical to note is that abject(ion), through

site. This necessity of real space is likewise referred

its volatile and leaky nature, inevitably comes to

to by Tschumi in The Manhattan Transcripts: ‘The

encompass more than one body. For the menstrual

architectural origin of each episode is found within

blood of a woman does not remain bound to her

a specific reality and not in an abstract geometrical

body but comes to invade adjacent bodies, whether

figure.’34 Each site is specifically chosen, docu-

human or spatial. As such, abject(ion) is a discus-

mented and drafted. It then informs the abject event

sion of bodies in relation to assemblages. The

– this event is a potentiality of the space, it is one

contracts take the most violent of assemblages in

of a certain number of possible events. What the

order to attain an affective intensity – an expelling

juxtaposition of a non-fictional space and a fictional

body in a decomposing space. Such juxtapositions

event manifests, is an immediate and palpable

or minoritarian architectures may be clearly seen

threat to our bodily boundary, as it suggests that any

in select filmic works of director Catherine Breillat

number of real spaces have the capacity to support

and artist Matthew Barney, the paintings of Francis

a violent act of abject(ion). Hence we may not only

Bacon, and the novellas of Georges Bataille. Here

make a cup of tea in the kitchen but uncontrollably

the spaces are rotting, used and exhibit signs of

vomit on the floor, not only sleep upon our white bed

degeneration at the same time as the human bodies

sheets but menstruate on them, and not only walk

within them are expelling themselves from the

across a public square but piss in it. This degree

inside out. For it is precisely the moment where the

of fiction in the architectural contracts is productive,

event of the abjecting human body occurs concur-

as it allows for the contemplation of transgressive

rently with the abjecting body of space that a zone

scenarios that may not be planned and re-enacted

of indiscernibility is created and the assemblage of

in real life (without losing their effect), but that never-

body and space becomes evident. Here something

theless have the possibility of occurring – of being

passes from one body to the other, ‘something that

provoked. Here architecture is pushed towards

is undecidable between them’.

This for Deleuze

and over its limits, to the point that it is no longer

is a becoming. Bodies violate space and space

architecture as we know it but an anticipation of an

violates bodies.

architecture to come.

33

32

It is the isolation of one body,

which for architecture is the expelling building, that
short-circuits the potential of abject(ion), which only

What these contracts do not do is attempt to

reveals the full power of its workings within a larger

represent abject(ion). Rather they act as a medium

assemblage. The condition of the spaces within

that allows for its discussion. The actual process of

the architectural contracts I have proposed is thus

abject(ion) resides in the physically enacted work.
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Fig. 12
Fig. 10

Fig. 11
Fig. 10: Zuzana Kovar, The Sewing Room (Instructions), 2011
Fig. 11: Zuzana Kovar, The Sewing Room Section One, 2011
Fig. 12: Zuzana Kovar, The Wall Cavity (Instructions), 2011
Fig. 13: Zuzana Kovar, The Wall Cavity, 2011

Fig. 13
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The drawings thus do not attempt to capture an

the unscripted connectivity of people as they

event as in Tschumi’s work. However, when read

become aware of others also wearing our micro

together in line with the programme, one is able to

sculptures. The crafted object becomes the subject

get a detailed description of not only the space but

of conversation and the dialogical and performative

the event that is to occur. In this way, the contracts

process of producing these objects the genesis of a

become instructional, with the possibility of realiza-

social construction that begins to design itself. Our

tion, and find a foothold in both instructional art and

favourite collaborative activity is wheeling the two

the Deleuzean programme designed by a maso-

vintage supermarket trolleys that we have converted

chist for his or her master. The point of distinction

into jewellery-making workstations down to the local

that arises, however, is that if one was to realize

trash and treasure market, finding objects to recon-

any of the contracts, one would be engaging with a

figure, and striking up conversations with people

choreographed form of abject(ion) that significantly

who are drawn to what we are doing.

differs from an uncontrollable and unexpected event
of abject(ion). It is only unplanned abject(ion) that

The affection I have for electronically generated

has the capacity to lead to excess and result in

sound has also led me to investigate an area that

affect. For this reason, the contracts remain unreal-

is popularly known as ‘circuit bending’, the basic

ized, fictional and serve purely to contemplate the

principle of which is that through deconstructing

possibility of such events. It is only the final contract

and short-circuiting sound-producing kids’ toys, it is

that presents a point of difference, in that both space

possible to adapt the way they sound and claim a

and event are non-fictional and it is included here

degree of control beyond their prescribed use. The

to illustrate the physical potential of such events.

method of ‘hands-on’ short-circuiting the electron
flow affects an almost immediate feedback loop
and provides a practical way of guiding an intuitive

Performative Hermeneutics

exploration of sound. By playing the ‘mad scientist’

Ceri Hann

role in delivering lectures I was able to approach the
instruction of how this might be done in a form of

The research I am conducting is based on project

didactic performance. Mixing mythological fictions

work that seeks to develop techniques for the

with scientific fact has provided a way of drawing on

collaborative interpretation of the subtle architecture

the capacity of the imagination to actively construct

of social relations, rendering its influence perceiv-

a model of reality. The staging of performative

able through performative actions in architectural

lectures has been central to teaching what I know,

space. [fig. 14]

but also a valuable process for learning more about
what I teach. The key insight gleaned from the

There are multiple aspects to the art practice

approach of ‘doing as a way of thinking’ has been

that has shaped the current research, in order to

the great potential of analogical models for explain-

establish a context I will briefly outline the most

ing complex ideas; the learner literally completes

influential. An ongoing collaborative practice with

the circuit in both a physical and psychological way.

Lynda Roberts, known as ‘Public Assembly’, has
so far ventured from site-specific video and sound

Another strong precedent has been the devel-

installations to investigations of relational aesthet-

opment of group activities for the spontaneous

ics through the production of wearable artefacts

comprehension of paradoxical ideas. My initial

in highly public places. We have enabled what we

aspirations were to devise a suite of what might be

describe as ephemeral social architectures through

described as experiential equivalents to zen koans
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Fig. 14

Fig. 15

Fig. 16

Fig. 14: Ceri Hann, Circuit Bending, 2011
Fig. 15: Ceri Hann, Watermark 2010
Fig. 16: Ceri Hann, Blank Check, 2012
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intended to provoke a deeper reading of architec-

accessibility of information by electronic means

tural, and more specifically public, space.

calls into question the traditional processes of
academic knowledge production and distribution.

In an attempt to utilize the city as an expanded

The title ‘Knowledge Casino’ is a name that I have

studio I have developed many group-orientated

applied to a group of works that use familiar gaming

activities, these have enabled the enhancement of

structures in an absurd and unfamiliar way to elicit

an awareness of public space and the relationship

spontaneous vocal formulations of tacit knowledge.

of people mediated through architectural space in

I have used the term ‘counter knowledge’ as a way

preparation for making art in the public arena. Multi-

of simultaneously describing the gaming tokens

ple iterations have been developed over time into

and the semiotic loading already embodied in these

specific learning activities intended to foster perfor-

counters as discrete objects. The game structures

mative, collaborative and participatory actions in

are intended to provoke a sense of partially stabi-

the constructed environment. With each succes-

lized uncertainty, a lattice across which complex

sive activity I would seek to reduce the necessity

ideas might be exchanged between participants by

for added material. The various sets of tools I have

the use of metaphor. The use of metaphor enables

devised include large chalk compasses made from

makeshift semiotic assemblages to be used where

beach umbrellas, giant chalk pens using baby

knowledge systems have developed specialized

powder and a tea strainer, and water brushes each

language. Game play provides objects upon which

consisting of a simple stick with a sponge taped to

the collective concentration of an audience can be

the end, ready to be dipped into the nearest public

entrained towards an alternative mode of compre-

fountain and used to mark up the city at 1:1 scale.

hending abstract ideas. The game pieces, which

It soon became apparent that the issuing of these

might consist of small plastic toys and other such

tools and venturing into familiar space to perform

cultural artefacts, have an embodied meaning,

an unfamiliar act was closely contouring the classic

which can be used to improvise conceptual inflection

structure of a ritual. Removing a group from a stable

across the ebb and flow of rhythmic conversa-

social structure, flattening its hierarchy through a

tion. The game structure becomes an operational

mutually agreed activity in unfamiliar territory, and

field of metaphor much like the tacitly understood

returning with significantly greater awareness of the

structure of jazz where a mutually agreed theme

original structure were all findings that arose out of

defines a field in preparation for individually guided

my practice. [fig. 15]

exploration of it. It is through the provision of many
partial and deliberately unresolved patterns that the

My current research project is housed in a thought
experiment entitled ‘Knowledge Casino’. Upon the

capacity of human imagination can be activated and
expressed in a dialogical way.

questionable field of risky subjects the architecture
of our imagination is (re)built by word of mouth. It

The etymology of casino is derived from ‘casa’,

may be that to win insight from others it is a require-

meaning house; my aspiration is to house connec-

ment that we first risk our sense of certainty about

tions in the metaphorical tree of knowledge in the

what we really know. This might be best achieved

form of a social architecture based on the collabo-

through the collaborative questioning of assump-

rative pursuit of mutual understanding and shared

tions in a playful yet challenging way. I intend to

meaning. The use of fiction that inverts the ortho-

structure this research around the use of chance-

dox and generally accepted interpretation of facts

based gaming operations as an organizing principle

is one way of destabilizing the limiting influence of

for the sharing of knowledge. Rapid changes in the

pre-conception. I intend to employ the aggrega-
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tion of fiction into elaborate meta-narratives that

Is it possible that when life is considered a

closely parallel generally accepted scientific expla-

performance it reveals architecture as staging for

nations of our world yet reveal logic paradoxes

an elaborate group repertoire scripted by mass

when analysed more closely. The function of these

media and articulated by the illusion of agency?

fictional webs is to draw on the intuitive desire of

How useful can questioning the limits of our indi-

the human psyche to find resolution in patterns. I

vidual autonomy be when so closely contoured by

propose these gaming abstractions as dynamic

the risk of eclipsing the one’s sense of self? Will the

inkblots for the collaborative questioning and refin-

inter-subjective mappings of reality require a more

ing of a consensus Gestalt. Is it possible that the

dynamic system of revaluation to avert a personal

human tendency to quest for pattern recognition is

implosion of the global knowledge economy?

also the driver of innovative thinking and provides

Perhaps the acceleration of data flow is not as

impetus to problem solving? Developing ways of

dangerous to the human psyche as slowing down

accessing this tendency for the advancement of art

too quickly. The development of performative ways

and design creative processes is the key driver of

to render perceivable the limits of personal knowl-

this inquiry. This process bears similarities to the

edge by using fiction as a temporary formwork for

‘sand box’ psychoanalytic technique developed by

mapping the structure of collective knowledge is the

Carl Jung, which entails the physical movement of

process through which I am attempting to address

symbolic objects into different configurations within

such questions.

a defined space. The difference with the activities
I am proposing is that the field be open to being
simultaneously accessed by a larger number of
use of randomly generated interaction procedures

Semi-Living Architecture:
Biological Possibility Meets the
Architectural Imagination

such as dice, shuffled cards or spinning wheels is

Megg Evans

people for the purpose of knowledge sharing. The

intended to democratize participation. There are a
number of antecedents that have shaped the devel-

Semi-Living Architecture is concerned with explor-

opment of this idea. My fascination with Marcel

ing

Duchamp and his influence on John Cage led to

knowledge and materials to the architectural arts. I

investigations of Zen and the philosophical paral-

am interested in challenging prevailing architectural

lels with deconstruction. Intrigued by the generative

acts that seek to defend against natural forces and

capacity of paranoid thought I have explored Dali’s

instead turn attention to a world populated by archi-

‘paranoid critical method’, Rem Koolhaas’s use

tectures that grow, self-assemble, get sick, heal,

of this method in writing Delirious New York, and

die and may even reproduce. The work requires

I have subsequently traced the influence Jacques

a novel approach to architectural research, one

Lacan had on Dali’s creative process. Ludwig

that involves both laboratory skills and a far-flung

Wittgenstein’s theories of language and game

architectural imagination that can critically review its

structures are another significant influence on the

creations. In an effort to develop and grow semi-

development of this project. The Glass Bead Game

living architecture, care and caution must be taken

by Hermann Hesse is possibly the closest descrip-

for it is alive, or at least partly so.

the

application

of

biological

techniques,

tion of what the ‘Knowledge Casino’ is aspiring to
achieve. [fig. 16]

Due to such an engagement, where the very
material being manipulated for architectural use
is living, many ethical, moral, social, cultural,
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economic and even political concerns are raised.

The projects I bring to life in the laboratory are the

The creatures I create in the laboratory cannot

future histories of the science-fiction landscape my

survive the current architectural landscape; they’re

semi-living architectures seek to populate. They are

not conceived or designed for it. They need a differ-

the stepping-stones that help the reader or viewer

ent lifestyle sensibility, a shift in the way we think

cross the imaginative waters that separate fact from

and interact with nature, and most importantly a

fiction.

new paradigm for thinking about architecture and
design. Instead my semi-living architectures must

The semi-living architectures I am investigat-

exist, both for research and design purposes, within

ing employ cell and tissue cultivation techniques to

an altogether other world. This world is science

produce living skins to grow over pre-engineered

fiction.

self-defining and self-assembling structures. The
cell type I am currently working with is found in the

Science fiction is a written topography dealing

tentacle skin cells of the Australian upside-down

with innovative, imaginary, but possible scenarios.

jellyfish native to north-eastern waters. This jelly-

Generally set in the future, science fiction consid-

fish is one of the rare animals that enjoy a mutually

ers alternative, scientifically plausible worlds where

beneficial symbiotic relationship at a cellular level;

the technology, principles, social systems and abili-

it has algae in its tentacle skin cells that produce

ties of its subjects are key elements in illustrating an

carbohydrates upon which it feeds and oxygen as a

alternative view or a critical response to the current

by-product of photosynthesis. In return the jellyfish

predicament.

swims upside-down, effectively sitting on the bottom
of the waterway to pump fresh water over the tenta-

However, science fiction has also given birth
to actual characters, products and scenarios. We

cles, to allow the algae access to sunlight and fresh
nitrogen from the water.

may not have jet packs, ray guns or teleportation
machines, but we do have ‘video-phones’, carbon

The jellyfish has no brain; instead it uses a rudi-

nano-tubes, cyborgs and the atomic bomb. It is

mentary nervous system to take in and respond to

not unreasonable for the plausible to become real

information about its environment. It has, as part of

given time, and this is precisely where the power of

its normal skin cells, ‘ocelli’ which are light-sensitive

science fiction has the ability to effect the present. It

cells that allow it to register light from dark. Since it

is also the safest place for the improbable to become

cannot ‘compute’ the information its nervous system

possible. In this way science fiction becomes the

simply responds to ensure light is always kept away

crucible in which the research of semi-living archi-

from its direction of travel, that is, to keep its tenta-

tecture has room enough to grow and experiment

cles directed towards the light.

and its progeny have a chance to leap from fiction
into fact.

These two cellular characteristics aid the imaginative possibility of an architectural skin that can

Part of the project is to distort time and space,

grow, practice photosynthesis, regulate its position

fact and fiction, through manifesting proof of just

with regard to the sun, heal itself and produce both

such a leap. Science fiction is the ‘literature of ideas’

its own fuel and oxygen for its environment. The

and is prone to developing its futurist worlds with

cellular genetics can also be engineered to express

the support of future histories. These are histories of

particular traits at different depths, ages, repro-

the future, fictions in waiting, so to speak, employed

duction or metabolic rates. With the discovery of

as signs of proof for the science-fiction present.

‘jumping genes’, the architectural skin also has the
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Fig. 17: Megg Evans, Helix Tower, 2011
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ability to mutate, defend itself from possible biologi-

only suspend disbelief, but go so far as to believe in

cal attacks and, in response to stressors, create

the inevitability of semi-living architecture.

novel gene expressions of its own.
Jens Hauser calls this ‘hyperskindexicality’.
Other bio-architectural products of the future,

He understands the indexical role of the cipher to

for which I can cultivate proof-like examples now,

act as a skin between the signifier and the signi-

include microbial-induced calcite precipitated sand

fied, connecting them through a material presence

structures, DNA chains that can lay themselves out

or representation of which prints, traces and frag-

to reveal the ‘blueprint’ of the structure they code

ments can stand as records of the real. For example

for, and even structures biologically profiled from

the hyperskinindexicality of my Helix Tower [fig. 17]

the bodies of their inhabitants. The architectural

is the test-tube and the performance of a sterile and

possibilities they offer are numerous.

mediated environment for the semi-living architec-

Architecture has a responsibility to develop its

ture to ‘live’ in.

imagination in response to burgeoning biological
advancements and the biotechnologies currently

Semi-living architecture relies on a transdisci-

under development. It has a history of challenging

plinary platform from which to strategically realize

the future with visions beyond the present, asking

this thesis. Architecture and biology meet in the

for engineering beyond the understood, materials

land of science fiction and assume the identity

beyond the manufactured, and designs beyond the

of new media; new media that ethically, morally,

inhabitable or practical. Architecture has, as part of

socially, culturally and economically find a home

its canon, an imperative to extend its vision beyond

in each other’s company. The object of this thesis

the probable to the possible.

is to draw the architectural imagination and design
thinking across the threshold of this skin and to

One of the key research outcomes that semi-living

tread carefully in a world where architecture doesn’t
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